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Hangman

Level: All
Ages: all ages
Time 10 – 15 minutes
Materials: board & board marker
Purpose: vocabulary review
Type: cooler but can get competitive

Method:

Everyone already knows this game but just in case …

Step one – The teacher writes the letters of the alphabet at the top of the board. If appropriate, this
might be an opportunity to revise the names of the letters – possibly using Adrian Underhill’s
techniques (see Sound Foundations).

Step two – the teacher or one of the students selects a word (for example “basket”) and represents it on
the board with as many lines as there are letters in the word. Thus:

_ _ _ _ _ _

Step three – the (remaining) students should then be encouraged to guess possible letters in the word.

As they guess letters the letter should be crossed off at the top and inserted on the appropriate line if
successful. If not successful, one line of the gallows should be drawn.

Step four – if the students are unlucky the gallows should eventually look like this:

this allows for ten wrong guesses – if you want more, you can always add a face this allows

three more wrong guesses.

Anticipated problems:
You may find the whole concept a bit too gruesome – in which case the traditional hanging
man – and therefore the name of the game – can, of course, be changed for any other line
drawing.
Tip: Keeping a running record of vocabulary which has come up during a lesson (e.g. in a
dedicated column on the right hand side of the board) is a good source for this and other end-
of-lesson fillers. It’s also valuable for next-lesson review procedures.
Another tip: Many teachers find a quick burst of hangman a neat way of introducing the topic
of a lesson.


